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House bill
to loosen up
Pell Grants

Congressman
Richard Stallings
has co-sponsored legislation that is
intended to help students from financially troubled farmfumlllcs receive
Pell Grants.
According to Angela Neitzel, Stall·
ings' district representative, the congressman has co-sponsored the bill in
order to aid Idaho farm families who
have been hurt by trade deficits, high
interest rates and the strength of the
dollar abroad.
A recent survey commissioned by
,Gov. John Evans indicates that many
of Idaho's farmers arc in financial

trouble and that 10 percentof Idaho's
24,600 farmers are in severe finanical
distress.
Stallings said, many of these
farmers have been forced to liquidate
some of their assets to pay debts and
because these liquidations must be
listed as unearned income on Pell
Grant .appllcations, srudentsfrom
financially distressed farm families
are being denied grants.
"Last year 2,500 BSU students
received Pell Grants:' according to
Esperanza Nee,' Director of the BSU
Financial Aid Office. "I have not
seen a major problem with 'students
from financially
troubled
farm
families being denied Pell Grants ..at

nsu;'

she said.
Pell Grant applications take into
account bankruptcy and foreclosure
of family assets and the legislation
deals with very specific situations,
Nee said.
The bill, H.R. 2481, will amend
the Higher Education Act of 1965
and will prevent inclusion in family
income of any proceeds of a sale of
the farm assets of a family if the sale
results from a voluntary or involuntary foreclosure,
forfeiture
or
bankruptcy. The bill is currently in
the House of Education and Labor
Committee and, according to Neitzel,
is "alive and well" and should reach
the U.S. Senate in October.

Health coverage
offers variety
of treatments

oncert dispute
by nill Powers

The University News
If you were on campus Sept, 18,
you may be aware that a 'rock concert was held around noon behind
the SUB. However, while the con crt
itself was quite apparent, the controversy surrounding it is not.
As reported in the Sept. 18 issue
of The University News. the ASBSU
netted $464 from a back-to-school
dance held at Deja' Vu, It was then
up to the ASllSUSenate
to-determine what to do with the rcvnue,
One suggestion considered in the
Sept. 16 caucus was to donate the
money to the, BSU Library to acquire
additional periodicals. ASBSU President Richard Jung initially encouraged this course of action. However, by
the end of the caucus, this possibility had been ruled out for the time.
Rather; the senate generally agreed
to use the newly-gained revenue to
offset the costs of providing four outdoor concerts on campus. During its
official meeting of Sept. 18, the
senate voted 8-0·0 to allocate $300 of
the Deja' Vu funds to pay for only
the first two of the four concerts.
Early in the semester, Jung entered
the student government into what he
told the senate was a "gentlemen's
agreement" with The Whiskey River.
Under this agreement, ASDSU would
pay for renting a sound system for
each of the concerts, while The
Whiskey River would provide a band.
These concerts, scheduled to take
place at noon on alternating

Wednesdays, would cost ASBSU a
total of $600, according to the
agreement.
One of the problems that arose at
the senate meeting was Jung's having entered into the agreement
without first consulting the senate.
(According to the ASBSU Constitution, the senate governs all financial
rnatters.) Jung said, "If we could
make the decision at that time (before
consulting the senate), we could get
a good deal~' .'.
' '
"'Another
problem: arose-because.
Jung did not secure the agreement'
with Tho Whiskey River in writing.
ASBSU Senator- Gina Luke expressed her concerns over this problem in
the Sept. IE senate meeting.According to ASBSU Treasurer Brian
Falck, a written contract in matters
of this sort is "imperative" as well as
being good business sense.
Because of these problems, and in
order to observe the success of the
project, the senate, on Sept. 18,
allocated payment for only half of
the concerts. If the first two concerts
arc deemed successful, and if Jung
secures a written copy of his agreement with The Whiskey River, the
senate is expected to approve funds
for the final two concerts during their
next meeting.
ASDSU Senate President Pro 'Iernpore Karl Vogt expressed the desire
of the senate for students to attend
the concerts and to let ASDSU officials know whether or not they approve of the concert series idea.

by Kirk Spelmnn
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Targa drummer John Boee gets Into the musle Sept. 18 during
ASnSUIWhiskey
River sponsored' concert outside the SUB. Photo
Stephen J. Grant
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Greeks otter stable social atmosphere
and meeting those goals:'
Cheshire went on to say that beThe University News
ing in a frateniity or sorority has certain financial responsibilities. "We
Everyone has probably' heard of
have to pay the bills. We have to make
fraternities and sororities but those
sure that there arc going to be
who arc not "Greeks" may not have
a clear idea of what these organiz- , members to fill the house next year.
We have this organization to run;' he
tions do.
said.
"The main purposeofa
fraterniJennifer
Kester, treasurer
for
ty or sorority on campus is to socially
interact students in a controlled ill- Alpha Ornincron Phi, said that
books must be kept for all houses
1l10sphere:' Iran Cheshire, a member
and that these books lire open to
or BSU's chapter of Kappa Sigma,
scrutiny.
'
said.
Cheshire, who was,orginally in"We all have the same basic goals;
itiated into Kappa Sigma at the'
we all arc trying to graduate. So by
University of Oregon, said that the
being together we can allhelp each
houses at BSU are smaller' than
other out, not only scholastically but
average, but that there is acloseness
sociallY,' Cheshire said,
between houses here that is uncomDave Kester, anothermenlber
of
mon. "Over inOregon you don't even
Kappa Sigma said that such
go to other houses' functions. Weare
organizations "help you understand
certain things about organizing peo- , all interlocked into the.Greek system,
rather than just locked in <.Jurown
ple, organizing yourself, sett}nggoals

by Greg White

campus the only thing we can do is
houses:' he said.
Diana Fairchild, Panhellenic ad- .put up posters;' he said.
Cheshire said he feels that some of
viser, said that BSU's fraterniliesand
the
administration's,
policies
sororities are only individual chapters
hampered
Greek recruitment
on
representing national organizations.
"Regardless of whether they have 10 campus. If a dorm resident wants to
move into a Greek house, Student
members or 60 members, the same
Residential Life will not let them out
programs and the same expectations
of their housing contract, Cheshire
are demanded of them as of the
said.
bigger houses:'
Dr. Richard McKinnon, Director
One of the most important things
of Student Residential Life, said that
demanded of the houses is the
dormitory students can petition for
maintenance of campus traditions,
release from their contracts during
an area that BSU's Greeks arc just
the first week of each new semester
beginning to move into, Cheshire
>if there is a waiting list for housing.
said., "This Year we'relOO' percent
He said he thought students should
responsible for the Homecoming
spend at least a year in on-campus
parade. We now have a Greek card
housing and that this year is the first
section at the football game;' he said.
that the issue has been a problem.
These recent changes mean that
Cheshire said he believes that this
BSU's Greeks are going to be more
visible .this year-something',
they . indifference to the Greeks on, the part
have, not becn in the years' past;
Ct>nUnUed<lllpagc 10.
Cheshire said. "As far as coming on

Have you ever wondered exactly
what BSU insurance covers?
The following, information
has
been consolidated from several pamphlets dealing with student insurance
.,available at the Health Center,
, 'Any oue accident will be covered
upto $2,500, subject to a $50 deductible. The same policy is used in case
of sickness. If your teeth arc damaged in an accident, $250 is the maximum amount payable to a dentist.
If you arc required to stay in a
hospital, the insurance will cover the
amount the hospital charges for a
semi-private room beginning with the
first day of treatment.
While in the hospital, student insurance will cover up to $500 for Xrays, lab tests, anesthesia,medicine
and out-patient surgery.
Regular out-patient treatment, including
X-rays,
lab tests and
emergency room treatment will be
covered up to $100.
If you need surgery, 80 percent of
the charge will be paid up to a $500
maximum.
If you visit the doctor at his office,
- fees will be covered up to $20 per
visit, for up to 50 visits.
Pregnancy is not covered in the
basic fee unless the student fills out
an option form. If you have a child,
an extra $190 will be charged ..Then
$4OO.will be paid to the hospital for
the delivery.
'
If abortion is decided upon, $95
extra will be added on to the insurance and eventually $200 will be
paid for the abortion.
If the child is born While the policy
options arc in effect, he or she wll\
be automatically
covered until the
policy expires.
'
In order to claim the insurance
while at school, go to the' Health
Center and file an official claim
form. If you're injuredwhile away
from school, get treatment, pay the
bill and get a receipt. Take the receipt
to the Health Center within 30 days
.or call the administration office of
Capital planning Services, !3SU's insurance company.'
'
If you have other -insurance,
refunds arc available. Pick up a form
at the Union Station in the SUB. The
deadline to pick upIormats Sept.3J.
Refund checks will be mailed in-the
'middle of October.

Campus
Scholarship established

Applications are available

Applications for the Younger The application deadline is February,
BSU has established an endowed
1986.
Scholars Award, Phi Kappa Phi
scholarship in construction manageThe
Marshall
Scholarship,
sponScholarship, Truman Scholarship,
sored by the United Kingdom, gives ment in memory of William McMurRhodes Scholarship and Rotary
ren, Chairman and Chief Executive
Scholarships are available at the students the opportunity to study at . Officer of Morrison-Knudson Corselected British universities. ApHonors Center.
pomtion, who died Of cancer in
The Younger Scholars Award plicants may not have reached 25 by
August.
the
application
deadline,
Oct.
2.
enables students to conduct research
and writing projects during the sumavailable
mer months. Applicants must be 21 Work study job openings
or younger during the academic year
tion Building.
of application, or a full time college
Students who have been awarded
Students who do not wish to work
student. The application deadline is work-study employment and wish to
on campus need to contact Wanda
Nov. \.
work on campus need to stop by the
Smith either in person or by phone
The Phi Kappa Phi Scholarship is Financial Aid Office.
at 385-1305 or stop by the Financial
designed to give financial assistance
Currently, there are several openAid Office. This will enable students
during the first year of graduate
ings which still need to be filled. who have been placed on a waiting
study. Applicants must be members,
Openings are posted in the Financial
list an opportunity to work on
or members-elect, ofthe invitational
Aid Office, and the Job Location Ofcampus.
honors organization, Phi Kappa Phi.
fice, both located in the Administra-

The endowed scholarship will be
awarded to BSU students majoring
in construction management. Additional gifts to the fund should be sent
to the McMurren Memorial Scholarship, Cio Boise State University Foundation, 1910University Drive, Boise,
!D,83725.
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Skeletons reported
stolen from
Biology Dept.

I

Three skeletons have been reported
as missing from the Biology Department on the second floor of the
Education/Nursing
building. The
skeletons are believed to have been
stolen OVeI. thc,SUlnmer.
The skeletons are valued at $400
each and are 'used in Anatomy and
physiology classes.
There is a $100 reward offered for
information leading to the return of
the skeletons. Anybody with information should contact Jim Rigg in
the Media Preparation Office in the
Biology Dept. 385-1770,

National-

Donations

The anti-apartheid
movement
gained a considerable victory when
officials at Columbia University announced that it will be the first major private university to totally divest
its holdings in South African-tied
companies. The divestment will involve more than $39 million. Barnard
College also has announced its plans
for total divestment (approximately
$945,000). Meanwhile, students at the
University of Illinois and the University of Kansas began the semester
with demonstrations.

needed

The Inter-Greek Council will be
accepting donations on behalf of the
Vietnam Veterans Center, Thursday,
Sept. 26, and Friday, Sept. 27.
There will be booths in the
Business Building and the SUB. All
proceeds go towards bringing the
scale model of the Vietnam memorial
level of aid is about right; 33 percent
said it's too low and 15 percent too
high. Increases in state aid to state
universities is favored by 59 percent.

No need to study
for good grades

Columbia University
divests $39 million

Studying is a waste of time if it's
good grades you're after, according
to a recently concluded study at
Pennsylvania State University. Ten
years of research by two sociologists
found that class attendance had a
much higher correlation to good
grades than time spent studyingwhich showed little relationship to
high marks.

Education obsolete

Federal aid
receives support
Americans support federal aid til
students,. according to a recent
Gallup Poll. The poll found that 43
percent of Americans said the current

Career-oriented courses may be
dangerous to your career, according
to a new studyby_tl1cJllinois State
Board of Higher Education. The
study found that students who
choose career-oriented courses over
11 broad education inJiberal arts and
sciences run the risk of having their
skills made quickly obsolete by
changes in technology and social
conditions.
The study also found that Illinois
college students often enroll in select
courses to avoid those with difficult
reading and writing requirements.

u BoIse State nlv

Club' formed
An Idaho Chapter of the International Federation of Women's Travel
Organizations has been formed.
The IFWTO is a worldwide federation of independent women's travel
organizations. Club members are
employed in sale and promotion of
travel and travel-related products and
services. Objectives of the club include improving the status of women
within the travel industry through
professional- and personal-oriented
educational programs.
An introductory reception will be
held Sept. 18 from 5:30-7 p.m. at the
Boise Municipal Airport in the Kitty Hawk Room. The program will
feature Lcanna Davis, regional governor of the IFWTO.
Members will mect-thethird-Wednesday of each month for a dinner program. Programs for the
1985-86 year include: networking,
image mastery, selling-not-telling,
Idaho tourism and others. Membership fees arc $30, which include a
one-time initiation fee of $10and $20
annual fees.
'
Those interested in joining can attend the Sept. 18 reception or call
LaRue at 383-3185.
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to Boise, with any excess funds going towards the veteran's scholarship
fund atBSU.
The memorial will be on display at
the Western Idaho Fairgrounds Oct.
2 and 3, from 4-10 p.m., and continuously from Fri.,Oct. 4, at 4 p.m.
until closing Sun., Oct. 6, at noon.
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News
Format set for ~cold·dri-II'
by Raphael

Carter

The University News

Companies set
(0 recruit at BSU
Several companies arc scheduled to
be on the BSU campus in the corning weeks recruiting
prospective
graduates. Students interested in
scheduling ail interview need to sign
a pre-screen interest list in the Career
Planning and Placement Center prior
to Oct. I.
Copies of placement files will be
picked up for pre-screening on Oct.
2. Students can check on Oct. 7 to
see if they have been selected to be
interviewed.
Brunsvold & Associates will be on
campus Oct. I. Desired major and requirements are: accounting majors,
3.0 OPA, alumni and December 1985
graduates only. Position-staff
accountant. Due to limited space on
this schedule, sign up only if interested in relocation in Alaska.
Beecham Products will be on campus Oct. 3. Desired major and requirements
are: business major,
alumni and December 1985 graduates
only. Position-Western
States sales
representative.
Waddell & Reed, Inc. will be on
campus Oct. 9. Desired major and requirements arc: all majors, alumni
and December 1985 graduates, May
and summer 1986 graduates only.
Position-financial
planner, Treasure
Valley.
The U.S. Air Force will be on campus Oct. 9. Desired major and requirements arc: all majors, alumni
and Decembef1985 graduates, May
and summer 1986 graduates only.
Posi t i.ons-com
m u n ic a t ions

Correction
Due to a reporting error in the
story on fitness opport~niti~s in last
week's issue of The University News,
it was incorrectly printed that the'
Outdoor Activities Center coerdinates outdoor sports. It does not,
but it docs help provide resource in.
formation on outdoor activities. The
Outdoor Adventure Program coordiriates the sports listed. !n t.~esto~.

maintenance satellite operations, any
degree with six semester hours of
Calculus; meterology/weather,
any
degree with six semester hours each
in
calculus
and
physics;
pilot/navigator; any degree up to 26.5
years of age; management,
any
degree.

Poetry Television (a tape of oral
poetry) and a book of paper dolls are
among projects to be released by
cold-drill magazine this fall.
The tape includes "traditional oral
poetry, songs, sound-text poetry and
strange noises:' cold-drill editor and
English professor Tom Trusky said.
The 20-selectiontape
will feature
tapes made in classes by Trusky's
students over the last 10 years. The
tape will sell for $5 and will be accompanied by a book of introductions and explanations of the poets'
works.
Jim Elgin's PTv, to be released October 7, is a book controlled by a
wheel that allows the reader to
choose between 12 channels of
poetry. Each poem will appear inside
a representation
of a television
screen.
Paper People, a book of paper
. dolls "from Stone Age to clone age:'
will be released in early November,
Trusky said. It immediately will be
followed by Idaho Aerogram, a handsewn book of Linda McAndrew's
poetry.
Cold-drill also will present two exhibitions 'of book art this year,
Trusky said. "Contemporary
Book
Arts" wil\ be displayed in the Liberal
Arts Building during the month of
October. Trusky said it would include
. "every mondo-bizarro book you can
possibly think or:'
A second exhibit, "The Book
Beautiful" will fr.ature fine British
printing from 1880 to 1930. The exhibit will tie in with cold-drill
magazine, which will feature several
pages modeled after pages in classic
printings of famous books.
The regular edition of cold-drill'
will sell for $5 and include Paper
People, Idaho Oral Poets, and Ji!lI
Elgin's PTv. The deluxe edition will
include
the hand-sewn
Idaho
Aerograms and a program from The.

Book Beautiful in addition to theregular edition package. The deluxe
edition will sell for $10.
Although the books included in
cold-drill cost more than the
magazine itself, 'Irusky said he hopes
sales of the books in Boise and in
specialty bookstores nationwide will
underwrite the magazine.

Returning editors Janice Pavlic
and June Pearson and new editorial
assistant Kevin Wilson will be accepting submissions for cold-drill until
Dec. I. Those who wish to submit
their works to cold-drill may send
them to Trusky in care of the English
department or stop by the cold-drill
office. in the Old Music Building,

Help bring the world together.
Host an exchange student.

e

As part of International Y<lUthExchange. a Presidential Initiative
for peace, your family welcomes a teenager from another country into
your home and into your way of life.
Volunteer host families from all segments of American society
are ~ing selected. If you'd like to be one of them, send for
more information,
.
Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.
I
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Deseret Industries is a great place to
fill your needs without emptying your
pocket book!

Days $
$ Dollar
Sept. 26th thru Oct. 2nd

1-

Your dollar buys more at _
Deseret Industries

5 for a dollar

from as low as
or If its over $25 we will give you
$5 off any item In our store
=::lII: Deseret Industries
Man, t hru Sat.
Thrift Store
9:30 AM to 6:00 PM

-=I..$.

3 locations
BOISE

Fulrvlew
10740 Fairview

10

servc.

~'Oll

nOISE
Overland
3621 Overland
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Holh Shopping
Center

Read more into
your phone
service with the
Customer Guide.
Do vou want to know how to usc Mountain
Bclllong dlstance service? Save money on your
phone bill? Or find outmore about recent phone
system changes ami what they mean to you? .lust
turu to the Cusromer Guide. in the front section of
your\\hite Pages Directory.
In the Customer Guidc vou'l I fimfthe an~wers
you're looking for. Plus infonn;ition about establishin~
service, optional features that can make your phone
do more for you. additional money saVing tips. and .
much more. And of course. if vouhave anv other
questions. the numbers you need to' get in 'touch
with us are allthcre. too.
. So if you want io get more out of your phone
service. go to the front of the phone book. AmI let
the Customer Guide show youlhe way.

For the way you live.

,@"
Mountain Bell
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SttJllings' bill helps
The financial crisis facing American farmers is well known; Prices are
low and costs are high. Idaho farmers are no exception. The agricultural
families may be able to meet their loan payments and feed their family, but,
in many cases, sending their children to college poses a difficult if not impossible budget outlay. .
.
Federal and state financial aid may offer assistance, but students from
financially troubled farm families could be at a disadvantage. ThePell Grant,
one of the largest sources of student financial aid, requires a listing of taxable income, a part of which is business and farm income. No specific consideration is included on the application for income accrued via bankruptcy sales or forfeitures. In an age where farmers are auctioning off equipment and other goods to meet their payments or avoid bankruptcy, the
resulting "profit" is often not available for meeting college expenses.
Idaho's Representative Richard Stallings has co-sponsored legislation
directed to this problem. House Bill H.R. 2481 proposes to amend the Higher
Education Act of 1965 to "provide fair treatment, for purposes of computing family contributions in college student assistance, for students affected by the sale and forfeiture of family farm assets:' The bill basically
exemptsfrom consideration on the Pell Grant application any income from
the sale of farm assets from voluntary or involuntary foreclosure, forfeiture
of bankruptcy. In the light of recent moves by the Reagan administration
to limit the increase of federal financial aid monies and even reduce what
is currently being provided, Stallings' proposed legislation is an optimistic

Seats given

sign.
-Small family farms have a very shaky future in this country. Some will
survive while others arc certain to fold leaving the chitdrcn of those families
to find another livelihood. Education could be the means for that
livelihood-a
way that the offspring of these small family farms can expand their capabilites and train in fields more optimistic for future employment. That is, of course, dependent upon an ability to meet the rising costs

Dear Editor:
As an elected student government official
of Boise State University, I feel compelled to
write this letter to express my strong opposition to a decision made recently by the
ASBSU Senate at the September 11 meeting.
This decision was reached quickly and no one
in the BSU student body was asked for thcir
opinion on the subject.
Representatives of the Greek organizations
on our campus ClU11eto the.ASBSU Senate
lind asked for their approval of the Greeks'
request to have a block of one-hundred scats
reserved for thcir organization every home
football game at Bronco Stadium. These
scats will be located in what was previously
II first-come, first-seated student section. Supposedly, this will be a card section sponsored
by the Greeks. I have been told that if any
student wishes to sit in this section and
operate a card, he/she will not be turned
away. I strongly doubt that this will be the
case.
The Greeks (mainly the fraternities) will
admit that their practice for the past years
has been to send their pledges over to Bronco Stadium when the gates first open and
have those pledges save a large section of

of a college education.
Last Thursday, the House Education and Labor Committee incorporated
language similar to that of the Stallings' legislation in their budget reconciliation process. The committees' actions speed up the process of enacting
the proposal, hopefully, in time for the 1986-87 financial aid application
deadline. The proposal still awaits scrutiny by the full House and Senate.
Farm aid, whether in the form of rock concerts or legislation, is a concern
that needs to be addressed. House Bill 2481 provides an opportunity for
our elected representatives to do just that.

Display

supports

To the Editor:
I would like to explain. the purpose and
future of the display card section in Bronco
Stadium. The section is sponsored by the
Greeks here at BSU and is located in section
14. lis purpose is to help support the football team in its wins this season. We only
want to show the entire student body's support by displaying various messages. In addition to these messages, the section is the
primary starting point for many of the allstadium cheers, such as Boise-State. We plan
to continue this tradition for an infinite
number of seasons, as long as the student
body supports us and BSU continues to play
football. We arc still working out some rough
spots but plan on having every display work-

team

ing perfectly by the third home game.
Because each card must match the appropriate scat, it is a must that we section
these scats off so th'e students working
specific cards can get their appropriate scats.
We would appreciate everyone's support in
respecting these scats; they arc appropriately roped off and only number 100 of the 19
to 20,000 seating capacity. If any member of
the student body would like to participate in
the display card section, they can contact
Brad Seaman of the Inter-Fraternity
Council at 384-0892, or Lcsliann "LA" Johnson
at 344-7054 of the Panhcllcnic Council.
Signed,
Iran R. Cheshire
Bennett K. Swi ft
Kappa Sigma Fraternity

hy Steve I·: l~on
Tile University News
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scats so that the Greeks can all come later
and still sit together. I have personally seen
these pledges pester people to get them to
move out of "their" section. Now all that has
changed is that they havc figured out a
legitimate avenue of obtaining their reserved scats in otherwise general admission territory. Nothing has changed. The motive remains untarnished. What a novel idea, reserved seating at student rates; Ishould be such
an cut rcprcncur,
What is so regrettable about this decision
is that the students as a whole were not considered by their supposed representatives in
the student senate as they were giving away
their seating.
What must be demanded of the ASBSU
Senate is a minute degree of consistency. If
a small segment of the student body is to
receive free reserved seating, shouldn't then
the Atlrletlc Department
revise the ticket
system entirely and give all students reserved scaling'!
Through this letter it is my intent to make
the students aware of how their scats were
given away. Remember ASBSU Senate clcctions arc approaching.
Diane M. Ralphs
ASBSU Vice-President

As I 'see It
Can Mr.Potato Head inspire?

7he University
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Whose idea of a joke is this "Mr.
Potatohcad for Mayor" campaign anyway'!
This is not the time to joke about city
politics-while
Boise is in the midst of turmoil conccming the downtown area.
his, however, time for some serious qucslions to be raised about why the redevelop1111:111 projecthas been mired in political mud
for years,
There have been numerous development
proposals that suggest everything from shopping malls to convention centers. And, while
adding a new structure would be an improvemcnt, il docs not address the problem of the
decaying urban core.
Developments
like Jefferson Place on
Eighth and Idaho, a revitalized office
building, stillhas space to be leased.So.while
that is a step in the right direction, there has
to be a comprehensive
effort to turn
downtown into an exciting place to work or
shop.
The downtown area of any city should be
(and in this case used to be) the hub of the
financial and retilil sectors. The downtown
area is w~erc it .all started: where the archi!ec~uml herll,age hes; its. rootSj its identity. That

Price Development
Corporation
cannot
duplicate. Over the last 20 years, shopping
malls have gone up in the suburbs siphoning
away commerce from the city center, This is
where a balance needs to be achieved. Keep
the specialty stores downtown and let retail
stores like Penney's go to the malls.
We lost a great deal of Boise's cultural
history when the Chinese district was levelcd and where Diamond parking lots arc now,
but h~·y. IIHH'sprogrcss folks.
I've got this great idea: picture this-the
parking lots on Main Street between One
Capitol Center and the Idaho First Building
would be an ideal place for a "Six Flags Over
Boise" theme park. That would surely add
a little bustle downtown.
BSU has certainly led the way for college
and community expansion during the last few
years with the Pavilion, Morrison Center and,
most recently, the Simplot/Mlcron
Center.
Maybe Mayor Dick Eardly shouldtalk
with
President Keiser about how to get the
downtown Boise skyline glittering with highrises.
II' Mr. Potato head can inspire some course
of actIon before the downtown area is abandoned, maybe he should run the city. I think
the majority of residents fed as Ido that the
only direction the downtown nrea should go
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Area hotspringsawailadvenlurers
by Bill Sharp
The University News

e,Burgdorf

Hot Springs

Idaho's numerous hot springs are
l
available to anyone with the ambition
to find them; Execution of their am,
bition can come in many forms. One
of the simplest for BSU students is
.
to consult the Outdoor Activities
Center in the SUB.
. ...
In their resource libmry, the OAC
has Jayson Loam's book, HOi
Springs and Hot Pools of the Northwest. It is a comprehensive guide
to geothermal delights throughout
the region. For newcomers-to
hot
springs or to this area-locating'
.
springs that arc easily accessible and
which have several pools of varying
\ ...
temperatures
is suggested by Jim
Kreider, adviser for student activities
I
on campus.
I
"Some people like larger ones,
some smaller ones. It's a matter of
personal preference. Hit any on a
weekday and they'll probably be
empty. Weekends have the highest
usage;' Kreider said.
Another distinction to be made by
personal preference is whether to sit
in an undeveloped pool, swim in a cement pool or swim in a non-cement
pool. The first two of these choices
can be found within an hour and a
half of Boise. The latter choice is at
least two hours away.
... ---.- uf\cc·ordmglolJob-Entwh1stlC;'rrd-----·
---.ministmtor for recreation programs
for the Boise National
Forest,
Kirkham Hot Springs, near Lowman,
is one of the most popular in that
I
area.
A national forest campground and
picnic area arc adjacent to Kirkham
. Springs, which flow from rocks just
Regional map of area hot springs highlights pools within easy driving distance of Boise and surrounding communities.
above the South Fork of the Payette
River.
'
Kirkham has four indoor, inFor some people, finding a nice
hot and clean:' Privately owned,
spring are two pools appro .....nately
dividual bathtubs above the river, as
spring
that is comfortably secluded
Burgdorf
has
a
pool
the
size
of
the
30 feet square which have been framwell as dozens of primitive rock pools
W(lrm Springs Resort's in Idaho Ci- and closer to home means taking a
ed
with
logs.
according to Loam's book. The
ty. The pool has log walls and a 30 minute trip up Highway 21 north
The lowest of these pools drains
temperatures at Kirkham have reachgravel bottom which give a very rustic of Lowman (before the road closes
through a spillway, filling a porcelain
ed 120 degrees, according to Loam.
appearance, Eastlake said. He said he in the winter) to Bonneville Hot
bathtub below it. There is a third
1b find Kirkham, follow 'State
25 miles
believes that a membership fcc is re- Springs. Approximately
pool
below
the
tub.
Highway 21 north from Boise, 77
According to Loam, water at the quired to use the pool. According to north of Lowman at 'Icnmilc Creek,
miles to Lowman. At Lowman, the
Bonneville's temperature ranges from
a geothermal resource map, prepared
head of the spring is 120 degrees, the
highway crosses the river and the
by the U.S. Department of Energy, 95 to 175 degrees, according to the
upper pool varies between 107 and
springs arc two miles farther north
Department of Energy's geothermal
110 degrees, the middle pool is 105 the surface temperature at Burgdorf
on the right side of the highway. They
map.
is 110-115 degrees.
and nails for hanging clothes, '''It's
can be seen from the road.
pretty fancy;' Eastlake said.
If a warm cement pool is your
The capacity of Gold Fork is high
preference, the trip can be shortened
for a non-commercial hot springs.
by 36 miles and two spectacular
Eastlake said he has seen 30 people.
mountain summits by stopping one
in
the pools at once.
and a half miles south of Idaho City
If bathing with 30 other people
on the west side of Highway 21.
doesn't appeal to your sense of
Behind the large sign at the highway,
recreation, there arc other choices.
Warm Springs Resort has a large,
One choice some people find conpartially-tiled cement pool outside
Bev Elmer soaks up the heat at venient when traveling to or through
and geothermally heated dressing
McCall is Burgdorf Hot Springs.
Kirkham Hot Springs near Lowman.
rooms inside with showers and an adLocated 43 miles north of McCall on
Photoby
Edith
Decker
jacent snackbar. There are cabins,
the Warren Wagon Road, Burgdorf
camping spots and complete RV
is only 20 miles. south of Idaho's
. . . for the music hiding in your closet.
Along one entire side of the pools
hook-ups. According to Loam, the
Gospel Hump Wilderness Area.
is a wooden deck, an overhead roof
II its in GOODcondition. we'll buy it!
temperature of the pool varies from
Eastlake said! Burgdorf "is big,
Eastlake said. Directly below the94 to 98 degrees at this year-round
facility.
An hour farther to the north are
RECORD EXCItANGE POSTERS. ETC.
several larger springs which have
received popular support from local
I
105 W. Idaho, Downtown Boise. 344·80 I 0 / 343-0723
and out-of-town bathers. Probably
the best known and most frequented
is Gold Fork Hot Springs, 10 miles
south of Donnelly and another 10
miles cast of Stale Highway 55.
Gold Fork is on private land own-ASBSU Senator - Business
ed by the Boise Cascade Corpora-Financial Advisory Board
tion, according
to William
B,
-Honors Committee
One of the Largest Selections of Jeans in Boise!
Eastlake, .chief economist for the
-Special Events/Morrsion
Center Hoard of
OVER 1000 PAIRS TO CHOOSE .'ROM
Idaho
Department
of Water
Governors
-Desljtner Jeans-Wcslern
Jeans
-National Student Exchange Committee
Resources. Eastlake was manager of
All Sizes. Prices Starting at $12.95 & up!
a Department of Water Resources'
- Broadcast Advisory Board
10ll/u off for college students
-Child Care Center Board
geothermal program from 1978-1981.
SPECIAL
-Bookst(ire Advisory Board
During this time East!akc's job was
Buy 1 Paif of .Jeansat .RegularPrice
-SUB Board of Governors .
to evaluate the feasibility of commer- ..
& Get the 2nd Pair at V2 Price
cial development for Idaho's geothermal areas. The. program. gave
Eastlake the opportunity to travel
Mon.e-Sat. 10·9
Sun. 12·6
around Idaho and become familiar
with surface
and sub-surface
characteristics of springs, he said.
.
"The Jeans Specialist"
The Gold Fork spring flows from
64.57 Fairview
Linda Vista •Plaza •322·2994
,
..
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a hole in the rock above th~ls,
"oe
;1>
'- -.. ; •• , •. ·.. ';.'~ .. '.i.
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and the pool below thetiib1S
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'Personnel Selection of ASBSU
is now taking applications for
the following positions

It's Allin The Jeans

For information call 385-3753 or
visit the ASBSUoffices on' the
second floor' in the S_U_B.
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Williams' 'The Glass Menagerie' coming toBSU
by Greg White

.The University News

Tattoo; A Sweet Bird of YOllth, and
A Cat on a Hot Tin Roof·
The Glass Menagerie poses special

perhaps one of our better-known actors. He has played Willie Loman in
Death of A Salesman. He has played
Nick Bottom in A Midsummet's
Night Dream, and he was in The Fox
last year;' Lauterbach said.
The mother, Amanda Wingfield,
will be played by Lorena Davis.
"Lorena was in the production of
The Fox; she was just recently in
Chapter Il .at the Boise Little
Theater" Lauterbach said, adding
that this is a difficult role for Davis
because it requires her to play someone over twice her age.
Tina Poole will play the daughter,
Laura. "She has been in Twelfth
Night and she has done a lot of
musical theater,' Lauterbach said.
The "Gentlman Caller" will be
played by Kevin Trout, who Lauterbach said is a talented newcomer who
has appeared in Harvey and A Mid-

problems in being produced. With a
A play written by one of America's
play that has been done often and is
most
distinguished
modern
so well known comparisons between
playwrights will be coming to BSU's
productions are invariable he said.
Special Events Center Oct. 9 theater
, "Part of it is in doing a play that is
arts chairman Dr. Charles Lauterfairly delicate in language and
bach said.
nuances of character in a large
The play, which is to be directed
theater" he added.
by Lauterbach,
.is Tennessee
Lauterbach said he hoped that
Williams'
The Glass Menagerie.
several. innovations in stage design
Lauterbach said the play revolves
being tried in this production would
.around a mother, her son and her
overcome
these
problems.
daughter who are forced to move
"We're bringing the set as far forward
from the deep South and relative
as we can so the audibility of the play
wealth into a grimy St. Louis teneis enhanced:' he said.
.
ment and a life of poverty after beWhile the set looks like a shabby
ing abandoned by the father during
living room, part of it is made of
the Depression.
scrim "so by bringing up light the set
"Most of the action in the play
is suddenly like a piece of sculpture
centers around the mother's wish that
in space. So, we can go from past to
the daughter get married. So she tries
present by shift of light:'
to get her son to get a friend of his
Lauterbach said that he is trying
to become
what they call a
to be faithful to the original intent
'Gentleman Caller' like the mother
of the play, "We are also working
used to have:' Lauterbach said.
very hard on. capturing the emotional
He said the play was drawn from
underlife of the characters:' he said.
Tennessee Williams' own experiences.
The son, 'Ibm Wingfield, will be
"His mother was a very strong inplayed by Rod Wolf:. "Rod is
dividual who really didn't want her
children to grow up. She wanted to
dominate the household. He could
only escape by running away and
leaving his sister behind, which is
what happens in the play;' LauterLaura Wingfield, (ChrlsllnllPoole)foreground,lsndmonlshed
by M()ther
bach said.---~-_·
._(Lorena M. Davls) Photo by John Ileplogle
- -He said he felt that the play's
popularity was due in some part to
the fact that it was about yearning.
" 'The Gentleman Caller' is always
that something that somebody wants
to come into their lives:' he said.
The play features well-realized
characters,
interesting
cinematic
Center will feature a palette of
lighting that emphasizes its dreamby Jessie Fnulkner
cultural delectables.Thc BSU theater
like character and dialogue that's
The University News
arts department kicks off the year
simultaneously grimly realistic and
. ..
Studying, working or even sleep, with The Glass Menagerie Oct. 9-12. . airily poetic,-Lauterb.acll said.
Williams' plays arc among some of
ing arc no excuses for .missing the' A yet to be announced work is
America's most popular dramas, acgreat entertainment available this fall scheduled for Oct. 30 through Nov.
cording to Lauterbach .. A common
and into the new year both on cam- 12. The controversial drama, EqIlIlS,
plays Nov. \3-16, 20-23. Vanitiestakes
theme of Williams' plays is "how the
pus and off.
weak and beautiful of the world arc
BSU enters the season when pro- the stage Feb. 12-15. The classic
overcome by the powerful:' he addfcssional wrestling takes over the musical Oklahoma makes a center
ed. He said that Williams is known
Pavilion tonight at 8 p.m. Eddie Rab- stage appearance March 6-8 while
Picnic winds up the season April
for his vivid female characterizations.
bit takes over the Pavilion limelight
"He has created those plays that
Oct. 12 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $.13.50 30·May 3.
Music of all denominations also is
have been what we call modern
and $11.50. Art Linkletter will charm
on tap for the Morrison Center.
classics:'
he. said. The list of
the family Oct. 24 at 6 p.m, Tickets
Williams' classics includes such plays Gentleman Caller (Kevin Troutt) and
are $6 for adults, $5 for those 18 While the dates are tentative, here's
as A Streetcar Named Desire. A Rose mire glass figurines. Photo by John
years and under.
See 'entertainment,' pg. 7
Across campus, the Morrison

summer's Night Dream.
The play will be shown Oct. 9-IZ
and that full-time BSU students arc
entitled to free tickets. Students can
make reservations over the telephone
by calling 385·1462. Tickets for the
general public cost $5.

Entertainment abounds

Western Art display
Western Reflections: The Art of
Maynard Dixon and Dorothea I.inge
will be on display at the Boise Gallery
of Art Sept. 21-0ct. 27.
Dixon's paintings and drawings
and Lange's photographs depict the
American West .during the prosperous period following World War
I, the Depression and the following
recovery.

The Gallery's executive dirctor,
Dennis O'leary and curator, Sandy
Harthorn, will lecture on Dixon and
Lange Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. and a film,
Dorothea Lange.' Closerfor Me, will
be shown.
The Gallery is open TuesdayFriday 10 a.rn-S p.m, and weekends
noon-S p.m. No admission
is
charged.

Program features best
of faculty recitals
Morrison Center Live, a new program of pre-recorded concerts by the
BSU music department,
will be
.broadcast Thesdays at 9 p.m, on
KBSU, FM·91.3, beginning Oct. I.
The show will feature.the best of
recent faculty and student recitals

I

Writing Marathon
The world's first writing mararthon, Write-Around·The-Clock-85
is
being sponsored by BSU's Department of English.
With a goal of at least 24 consecutive hours of writing, the English
department
hopes to establish a
record for continuous writing and for
the largest number of authors contributing to a single work.
To participate
in this event,
Idahoans of any age need to sign up
for a 30 minute slot or a one- hour
slot to write on either oei. 16 or 17.
_ The writing marathon will take
place in room 228 of the Liberal Arts.
Building. Participants need to arrive
20 minutes before their scheduled
writing time to read the previous five
pages produced.
For more information, contact Roy
Fox, coordinator of composition at
either 385-1246 or 385·1708.

American Festival Ballet
performs with Harris Trio
The American Festival Ballet's
opening performance this year will be
American Night Il with the Gene

Harris Trio.
American Night II will be the
debut performance of two ballets:
"Impromptu
Celebrations:'
choreographed by Theodora Coffman and featuring a medley a selections by Harris, and "Tryptic;'
choreographed by Dennis Spaeth and
including an original score by Seattle composer John Brower.
Tickets arc available at all SelectA-Scat outlets. For more. information, call Jack AloUo or Darcie
Reimann
at the ballet office,
343-0556.
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and specials such as the jazz series,
the annual
Christmas
concert
chamber music, the President's Concert and other music festivals. The
program will be integrated with
KBSU's existing Thesday evening
classical show.

Laura Wingfield (Christina Poole) adReplogle

/.

Thursday, Sept. 26
League of Women Voter's discus·
slon/unlt meeting, speaker Bethine
Chureh on "U.s. International Relations:' Anderson Center Auditorium,
101 W. Bannock, 7:30 p.m.
caplllll. n. Borah sophomores,
Stadium,7:30p.m.
KBSU. Afterwork Special, Jean
,Michel Jarre. ZOo Look, FM-91.3, S
•'f!'lW

, •

".ii..",·If."

6'l1Ji.'C/~ye.r.alJY.Ne.W$

~I'

The "Inter-Greek CoundlIs aceeptlng donations
for the VIetnam
Vetemns center at booths In the
Business Building and tbe. SUB,
through Sept. 27.
Friday, Sept. 27
.
American
Festival

Ballet,

American Nightlll\lith Gene Harrls, Morrison Center, 8 p.m.

t·" 4'.',:.'. ~SrJl;.Q~!~MlitfJ'F1Irtftt.'S!JB,

W:~nllS$laYt,~,~~~f.~!J.g~,

American Night II with Gene Harris. Morrison Center, 2 p.m. and 8

Ada Lounge, 7 p.m,
Capital vs. Bonneville, 6 p.m.,
Boisevs. Lewiston, Stadium, 8:30
p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 28
Broncos
VB. Montana
Stadium, 7 p.m.

p.m.
SPB film, Salt of the Earth, SUB
l Ada Lounge, 7 p.m.
.

Monday, Sept.· 30
BAA luncheon, SUB Ballroom,
.
noon.
fSunday, Sept. 29
... 'I' i ' .,'
KAID, queSt for tlie Killers, 9
v .APle,l~~
•• F;fJit~~lI'L:""lllt~t;.. '~lW!,ctlahl1el four.
'

KBSU Afterwork Specllll, Tim
Finn, Excapade; FM-91.3, 5 p.m.
Thesday, Oct. 1
.
Morrison Qnter live, first broadcast, 9 p.m., KBSU FM·91.3.
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Wednesday, Oct. 2
Student Ol1lanlzatlonaJ Fair, call
385-1223 for information •
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JOHN COUGAR MELLENcAMP

Mellencamp's 'Scarecrow' a hit
by Laurie Hobbs

The University News

O'Toole is riveting
as Nobel laureate
intsp~~~~~~~

by Edith Decker

The University News
Hilarity abounds and co-exists
with the stabbing realities of death
and life and creating life in Creator,
starring a tired but superb Peter
O'Toole and initiates Vincent Spano
and Muriel Hemingway.
.0'Toole
plays Nobel laureate
Harry Wolper, a semi-eccentric
research physician who commandeers
research assistants and gives 12 credit
hours per semester for "Intro. to the
Big Picture:' Wolper's primary focus
is regenerating his wife from cells he
took from her before her death 30
years since. He makes use of research
assistant Boris Lafkin and a seductive self-proclaimed nymphomaniac,
Meli.
When this film is funny, it's extremely funny. When it's poignant,
it's a real gut-wreneher. I had barely
slopped chortling from a one-liner
when I became wide-eyed because of
the death of Lafkin's father. This hotand-cold effect was handsomely
achieved.
I was not· as impressed, however,
with the hot-and-eold system used by
the screenwriter Jeremy Leven (who
also wrote the novel). We move from
O'Toole's cutting understatement
(especially in scenes \vith John
Dehner who plays the chairman of
Wolper's department) to lovey-dovey
goo goo
from
Hemingway's
character,
Meli, and Lafkin's
girlfriend Barbara-(p}ayed by Virginia .
Madsen).
O'Toole is a riveting actor, drooping eyes and stiff movements notwithstanding. He's looked tired on
screen for the' past 10 years and
anyone else no doubt would be
. overlooked. He always' manages,
however, to be appealing and to
frighteningly resemble a wealthy
alcoholic whom you at once pity lind
want to grasp by thecal's and fling

some fine moments

Scarecrow is John Cougar Mellencamp's eighth album. It takes him
home to the small farming community, of Bloomington. Ind. where he
resides. Mellencamp is a mainstream
pop writer-singer who gives the
listener strong direct lyrics that reflect
his chosen lifestyle.
The logical LP opener "Rain On
The Scarecrow"
is filled with
energetic and magnetic musical accents. These coincide with powerful
emotion as Mellencamp's driving
voice belts out the heartfelt lyrics. It's
a 60s style ballad that talks about the
plight of the farmer. The listener
begins to understand
the mental
devastation of putting so much life,
blood and sweat into the land, only
to lose it in the end. The song is a
soaring melody with plenty of
, acoustic guitar rhythm.
An out-of-tune
verse called
"Grandma's Theme" and sung by
one of Mellencamp's female relatives
is a brief but unfortunate addition to
side one. However, it docs serve as an
effective intro to the next track.

"Small Town:' also on the first
side, plays like a biography of
Mellencamp in which he returns to
his roots. He's taken the time to be
involved in his surroundings while
drawing inspiration
from them.
Although he has "big city" musical
dreams. he is a romantic and, has
made them come true in the small
town to which he is committed. Filled with musical spark and energy, the
tune moves- effortlessly with powerful rock and roll stylings and crunching powerhouse guitar chords by
Larry Crane on acoustic. and Mike
Wanchic on electric. Mellencarnp is
loyal to friends and co-workers, and
Crane and Wanchic have been in his
band for several years.
The first track to have been released as a single is "Lonely 01' Night:'
a blucsy ballad that seems to be
about Jack and' Diane years later.
They're walking down the cutting
edge of life, lonely at times, yet they
still cling to each other. This cut is
a meshing of solid pop hooks and
simplicity which results in honest and
unpretentious music.
Side two ineludes a slightly introspective tune, "Between a Laugh

and a Tear" Kenny Aronoff pounds
out the tense bass beat, showcasing
a perky guitar which appears midway
through the song. The underlying
mood of the song reflects that life is
full of good and bad times, All we
can strive to attain is the strength to
handle them both the best we can.
Rickie LeeJones adds a little kick to
the tune with her background vocals.
Mellcncarnp is a gifted storyteller.
Through his vision, America has
been given a unique overview of the
neglected Midwest. His candid selfevaluations show all the steps and
stumbles of his past.
He may be unnerving at times, but
he makes significant polilieal and
social statements. Mellencamp is well
known for his untamed spirit and
wild, carefree attitude, but Scarecrow
is a demonstration of his new-found
knowledge of that dreaded word:
responsibility.
Rating system: four thumbs-up
ncar perfect; four thumbs-down
unbearable.
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(O'Toole allowed him to steal a scene
or two), mostly of the dramatic sort.
Of course, there arc all sorts of things
Continued
frompg.. 6._
season.i.May 7. II p.m, Peking
one can do with a character who has Acrobatics,
Times.
dates
and
scheduled performers arc subject to
created a robot that electrically
change.
Student productions arc thriving,
charges the bed in order to oust its
the line-up: Oct. 12, 8 p.m, the Boise
via the short-handed but continuing
-inhabitant, And I thought I'd doomPhilharmonic
with Mark Kaplan
efforts of the Student Programs
ed myself with an alarm clock that
conducting, Oct, 15, 7:30 p.m.; the Board. The two reggae bandsplannbuzzed instead of playing music.
Myron Floren Show, Oct, 24, 8 p.m.; cd so far this fall will be the
Hemingway is brash but likeable as
George Strait and Reba McEntire,
Gladiators and Yabby You. Watch for
Meli, one of the objects of Wolper's
Oct. 26, 7:30 p.m.; Boise Opera
further developments.
love (after his dead wife). She falls
presents Marriage of Figaro, Oct. 28,
A new feature for the campus is
victim to more than her share of Mr.
8 p.m.; Roger Whitaker, Nov. 5, 8 the work of the comic and drama
Leven's du~ lines..
..
p.m.: a return visit of the famed
troup: N~ W~sl Productions.
In
_ Mnd~
IS mediocre
l!S Barbara.
Vienna Boys Choir, Nov. 15-16, 8__ C,0?rdlllalI?~lth
the Studen! Ac-,
Her scenes seemed flat and used. She
p.m.; Junior League Follies, Nov. 23,
IIvIiTesoTlIee, the group of adjunct
wasn't as joyful a character. I sup8 p.m.; Boise Philharmonic
with
thea!er arts fa~u.lty-tur!1ed-~ctorspose. Excuses. excuses.
Alexander Toradze conducting. Dec. comlcs-and-mUSIClanS Will spice up
One-th~e-M.A.S·H type, Davi?
4.8 p.m.; Chuck Mangione, Dt:c. 14, the night life .at the S~B.
Ogden-Suers plays a heavy (as ~t 8 p.rn.; Boise Philharmonic performs
.H.andyDandy, a s~nous yet enterwere) as Dr. Kuhlenbeck, Wolper s
Handel's Messiah, and The Nut- tanung way to examme the nuclear
rival for money, respect, research
cracker Dec. 21-22. 2 and 8 p.m,
issue by William Gibson of Miracle
assistants and philosophic outlooks
Worker fame opened last week, conas well. It's the old case of reducThe new year opens with a Jan. 18, tinues this weekend and through Oct.
tionism vs. well. big picturism-«
8 p.m, performance
of the Boise
4 and 5. Admission to the Lookout
atoms vs. organisms.
Philharmonic with Joseph Silverstein
Lounge performances by New West
One obscenity-punctuated
shower
and Christopher McKellar conducProductions is $2 for students and $5
scene guaranteed
this film an R ting; Jan. 30, 8 p.m, Boise Philhargeneral admission.
Tickets arc
rating, though it's language is effccmonic. with Issac Stern conducting;
available at the Union Station and
tivcly unruly.
Feb. 15, 8 p.rn .• the 1985 Van Cliburn
Budget Tapes and Records. A season
I'd suggest Creator as a fun and
Piano Competition
in connection
of six shows is planned.
funny film that manages to bring up
with the Boise Philharmonic; Feb. 22,
The Writers and Artists Series is
some social and moral questions.
8 p.m, the ballet Giselle, March 1,8
gearing up for another year of
Creator is playing at the .Mann
p;m. Boise Opera presents Pagliacd;
highlighting some of the country's
theaters. It gave me five stomachMarch 15, 2 and 8 p.m., the ballet
most popular, successful writers.
hugging laughs, a dozen guffaws, 30 All/an; March 22. 8 p.m. Boise
We'll keep you posted.
_
or 40 smiles and two tears. I give it Philharmonic
performs the. all orTheatcr magic. is not limited to
three thumbs up.
chestral Hovhaness world premiere;
BSU, as off-campus
companies
Aplill2, 8 p.m. Boise Opera presents
prepare for a jam-packed season of
Sherrill Milnes; April 19, 8 p.m.
drama. comedy and education.
Boise Philharmonic with Bccthoven's
Idaho Theater for Youth Growing
Ninth Symphony. and to close the
and Stretching Series is starting off

•••

'with Sleepy Hollow Oct. 11 and 19
followed by Pecos Bill Oct. 25 and
Nov. 2, then The Best Christmas Ever
Dec. 6, 14 and 21.
Boise Little Theater returns with
a full program. Among the works
planned arc The Murder Room Oct.
18-19, 22-26, The First Fish Jan.
10-11, 14-18. Busybody Feb. 21-22,
and 25 March I, Sweeney Todd April
5,5, 8-12. and Nude with a Violill
May 9-10. 13-17.
Stagecoach Productions packs the
next eight montliS wiltra play---pe..-month. An Almost Perfect Person
plays Oct. 11-12. 17-19, The Real Inspector Hound and Tile TYpists Nov.
15-16, 21-23, A Surprise for Santa
Dec. 6-8, 13-15, Dining Room Jan.
17-18.23-25, Shadow Box Feb. 14-15, .
20-22, Actors Nightmare and Second
Prize March 25-26. 27-29, A Life in
tile Theatre April2S-26. May 1-3 and
musical closing with 'HMS Pinafore'
directed
by ASBSU
President
Richard Jung, June 6-7, 12-14.
Knock 'Em' Dead Productions
rounds out the season with the
premier of Arsenic and Old Lace this
weekend, Sept. 26-28. Golden Grotto, a musical fairy tale, also is on line.
Paintings.
sculptures
and
photographs will be included in an
exciting season for the Boise Gallery
of Art. "Western Reflections: The
Art of Maynard Dixon and Dorthea
Lange"continues
through Oct. 27.
The popular Christmas art show,
sponsored by the Beaux Art Society.
is on the calendar for Nov. 2-9.
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Bulky clothes accent
men's -'aU fashion
by Phil Matlock
The University News
Bulky tapered pants, stirrup pants, boxy shirts and a mixing of patterns and fabrics
arc part of the trend in menswear for this fall.
' .
Shawn Wolfe, advertising manager and special events coordinator for the Bon Marche in
Boise, said the usc of layers and different fabrics arc what makes this year's fall fashions
different from 1984. "I think just about anything goes. You will sec big shoulders and a
streamlined look from there down:' Wolfe said.
While the clothes may be bulky and mixed, shoes arc simple with refined soles. The emphasis in -shupe is on a larger upper torso tapering into clean sharp lines towards the feet.
The Celanese Fibers Co. calls this outline the "inverted teardrop" shape in a report on fall

_____ ..:......-'-

menswear.
Fabrics arc durable. Twills, corduroy, canvas, poplin, soft denim and suede arc all acceptable. Colors can be bright, warm, neutral and dark.
Drowns and blues, shaded with reds and greens, have replaced last fall's blacks and greys
as basic colors. Plaids and paisleys are preferable this fall. Suspenders may be worn over a
sweater and oversized socks should be bunched around the ankles. Combining these styles
is a matter of individual taste and confidence.
Thilored clothing is not as heavily influenced by casual sportswear as in past years.
Fabrics, patterns and shapes should be mixed to express dash and wit.
Sportswear this fall is warm, durable and roomy. Coats have big pockets and funnel
necks, allowing room for scarves. Inspired by survival gear, these styles emphasize practicality in fashion.
Fall loungewear follows a similar idea. Karate pants, boxer shorts, overshirts and kimono
jackets arc fashionable. A groomed but comfortable -look is preferred. Loungewear should
be more presentable than sweatpants and more comfortable than jeans.
Hairstyles for men, according to Jeff Day, a stylist at Aura Hair Design, arc similar. A
clean, short, understated look is the trend this fall. Hair continues to have a 50s'look, but
is simpler than last year, Day said. Sculpting lotions and styling gels arc replacing hair oils
to maintain the 50s look. These products provide a wet look without an oily texture. "I
think the trend is going to be short for the fall, because the maintenance is so easy, even
though the styles require frequent cutting:' Day said.
.
Here on campus polo. shirts, tapered sport shirts and shrink-to-fit Levis arc still standard.
Chunky shoes arc still worn. Hair is long, short, spikcy and frizzy.
But the new fall fashions arc making inroads, Bulky pants and boxy shirts can be seen
on campus. Some of thc jnore elaborate heads of hair have changed to a simpler style .
. The impact of thc new fashions promises togrow. i\.freedonl in self-expression, that is'
limited only by individual taste, Is an exciting development.Since the fall look is a combination of several articles of clothing, small wardrobes can
hnve large potentials. A sweater WOI'II on the outside one day can work well under a jacket
later that week. The proper combination of fabrics and colors can make that same wardrobe fitting for different occasions.
The bulkier cut of this fall's lushlous has its advantages. A roomier cui contributes 10
comfort by allowing freedom of movement. Whether lounging at home, going to u concert,
dnucing or attL'IHling a lonuul function, the wearer can be comfortable in these fashions.
There's one guideline about wearing 1:lshionable c10lhes this fall: jackets, shirts, punts,
slH!es and even hairstyles should all work together 10 create t hc inverted teardrop outline.
Anything can work within this guldclinc, as IouI'. asit is becoming 10 the individual.
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Bright colors contrast
in women's fashion
by Cindy Schuppan
The University News
Whati~ col~rful, bold and worn allover? It's fashion, and women's fashions this fall can
be described In one word-contrast.
.
Bright colored pai~ingssuch.as
yellow with turquoise, pink with green or any color tcumedw~th black or. while arc obVIOUS contrasts. Not so obvious may be the contrasts of fitoversized tops With snug pants; of texture-smooth
skirts under the knotted look of
sweaters; ~nd pattern~any
combination of florals, stripes and plaids. These differences
make fashion interesting and ensure that this season's fashions will attract the attention of
the women who do the buying.
. ~y own unscicntiflc observation of the campus reveal ed that the following trends have
inflltratcd DSU:
Big shirts-i-ovcrsizcd
tops that can be bought, or simply borrowed from a male friend's
. closet.
~tirrup pants-these
have bands which go under the foot creating an elongated ·line from
w.'\ISt to toe.
.
~I.lakcr-knit sweaters an~ vests-a simple textural-pattern
of alternating raised and flat
ver~lcal rows has made this one of the season's biggest hits.
.
Hat and low-h.eeled shQ~s-available
in every color from orange to purple, these shoes
tire fast outstcppmg athletic shocs on campus.
Belts-wid.e or narrow, single or double, today's belts do more than fill our belt loops.
Layers-:-shlrls under vests, sweaters over shirts, and shirts over shirts. Get dressed, tllen
dress lIgalll over thaI, ulld you've got the look .
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Photos by Chris Butler
"

Clockwise from below: John Slim opts for an easy care short
haircut; Ward Hooper dons the new longer shorts while carrying everyone's favorite-the
backpack; stirrup pants and low
heels help create the teardrop look; Julie Hughes wears an
eyecatching miniskirt; big pockets and baggy pants fill the bill
for Jerry O'Mahony;
Mimi Crocker enjoys the sun outside the
Iibfllry in this season's big plaids and bulky sweaters; Todd Perry
falls hack on sweatpants IInd'a tank top T-shirt for comfortable bicycling; Chrlstelle Leonard graces.campus
with a sleek
striped and low-heeled look; Will Thornburg
takes advantage
of the oversized style and Ruben Contreras combines the layered
look for success •
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Short hair-thc

simplicity of care for these styles is making them increasingly popular.
college students.
Striped jcaus-e-colorcd or blcachcd.istripcs
are big.
Sweats-those
old gray gym clothes have been replaced by today's sweatpants and shirts
in Easter egg colors,
Ankle boots-whether
these were created as a fashion statement, or because knee-high
hoots won't fit under today's leg-hugging pants, these boots arc here to stay.
_-':[J~rCJlrC
ul50 stylcs promoted in the media which haven't gained widespread support on
campus, at least not yet. These includc: - ------ .•------- - ,
Mini-skirts-femalc
followers of this fad arc few, but you can be sure that where you sec
minis, men will follow.
Nccktics-i-thoush
commonly seen on television and in magazines, [cw women 011 campus
have adopted this rash ion accessory.
l lnts-e-u beret 01' two may dot the campus, hut not enough to block the view,
Paisleys, houudstooth and brocudcs-e-thcse tubric designs, predicted to make news this
tall by the fushion industry. huvc yet to gaiu popularity among BSLJ's female students.
There is one accessory tluu CUIS across all boundaries. Carried by young .uul old, male
and fcmnlc, rich and not, the backpack is one item that never goes out or style. LlShioll
prnfcssionals must have realized this because you can now purchase "designer" buckpuck s
with well-known names stamped on them, The one most frequently see II on campus is the
product of someone named "Boise Stale;'
Campus apparel for women also varies according 10 the lime of day. There is a siguifi.cant increase in the dress-for-suceess look in the early morning, nooll and early cvening classes. probably hecause Ihese people arc 011 their way to or rrom work. or work 011 their
lunch hours. Though these women arc apparently drcsslng to create a business-like image,
Ihe majority 01' students dress for conifort first, image second.
Thai'S probably why the mosl common campus fashion is still jeans and shirts. The jeans
arc now slriped and narrow, Ihe blouses loose and layered, but the basic style is the samc.
among always-rushed
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New. kitchens .and

roofs'

planned

Dorms 'renovated
by TCrrcll Silverman
The University News
The Student Residential Life office
on the BSU campus is currently
working on several renovation projects for hall residences at BSU, according to Dave Boerl, the office's
assistant director.
Chaffee Hall is currently undergoing a re-roofing of certain areas and
"air conditioning is being installed on
the A and B section floor lounges,
Boerl said.
At Morrison and Driscoll halls
new kitchens are being installed and
the basements and stairwells are being carpeted. Architects hope this will
cut down on the noise going from
room to room, Boerl said. All the
university apartments are also being
recarpcted and the apartment parking lots are getting a new seal designed to protect it from the weather.
Construction will soon be underway to increase Morrison/Driscoll

i

"

Marlon "Boots" Lewis adds another plug of asphalt tar to the "kettle."
before It Is usable. Photo by Stephen J. Gront.

parking
lot area by about SO
percent:'-including
. handicapped
.,
parking spaces, Boerl said.
Future plans are being made for
updated fireproofing of Chaffee Hall
including
new fire alarms
.and
sprinklers: Next summer Chaffee
may sec new kitchen facilities on
some of thenoors,
Boerl said.
Renovation of the Chaffee Hall
rooms with new furnit ure and
materials to decrease the noise in the
building is also a possible project,
Boerl said. Another item being considered is a handicapped ramp which
would. be constructed at the front
entrance to Chaffee; the ramp at the
west enterance also will be rebuilt.
The Morrison and Driscoll hall roofs
arc being considered. for re-roofing as
well, he said.
If there arc any students who have
suggestions
for additional
improvements at the residence halls,
they can call the Student Residential
Life office at 385-3986.

The tar must be heated to 485 degrees

Outdoor Adventure offers wide range of activities
to, say, the cliffs ncar Lucky Peak to
actually go climbing. Later on down
the line we might spend a weekend
out in the local areas such as the City of Rocks:'
DSU has one of the best locations
for running an outdoor program in
the nation, Miller sald.
"In our local area we have easy access to a wide variety of outdoor
recreational facilities:' he said. "If
you look at sailboarding,
for instance, we have our pool to teach the
basics. Afterwards we could take a
trip to the sailing area ncar the Red
Robin restaurant down the road.
Later we could go to Lucky Peak
reservoir. All these facilities arc
within fifteen minutes of the campus,
The same applies to our other programs such as skiing, white water rafting, outdoor
photography,
and
canoeing to name a few:'

by Peter Takeda
The University News
The future of BSU's Outdoor
Adventure Program is bright, according to its director, Randy Miller.
"This year we arc offering a wide
range of programs including instruction in outdoor skills, handicapped
activity, health and fitness and trips
abroad for students in the community,' Miller said.
The instruction includes an educational, in-class phase and a hands-on
phase in which the students put their
learned skills to practical use, Miller
said.
"Say, for example, we arc teaching
a rock climbing course,' Miller said.
"We would have four hours of inclass instruction on tying knots and
other fundamentals. After completion of this phase we would go out

:

ing up Is our Thanksgiving vacution
The Outdoor Adventure Program
trip to Lake Powell. It will last four
stresses safety and fun through the
days and three nights and include a
instructional process, Miller said.
course in outdoor photography and
"A few years ago when we weren't
life on a houseboat. Our big trip is
as developed as we nrc today there
to Mexico for 15 days and will inwas a real lack of hands-on training
clude all sorts of activities:' Miller.
for our students. 1bday in our kayaksaid ..
ing class, not only do we teach in the
There are several new outdoor acpool, but we also-take the students
tivities and changes coming up this
out and onto the Boise River and
t hen the Fayette River. There is II . year, he said.
"We will be offering special deals
right way of doing things and a
to students for skiing at Dagus Basin.
wrong way. By giving the students the
This will include a bus shuttle and
opportunity of working with their
skills in a real situation, we not only 'low priced ski passes. A new winter
survival and back country ski progive them a more enjoyable time but
gram is being worked on; we have a
we also teach them safety under real
camp at Cascade Lake as a new
life conditions:'
facility;' Miller said.
The program is organizing several
The camp at Cascade will eventrips this year, the main event being
tually include a dining hall and
a IS-day trip to Mexico, Miller said.
dorms. It will be used as a facility to
"We try to run economical trips for
teach cross country skiing and mounstudents and the community. Com-

tainccring and wili be accessible to
the handicapped. It will also be used as a summer camp in conjunction
with the vouth program, Miller said.
The Outdoor Adventure Program
is completely self-sufficient, according to Miller. It receives no funding
from the state or federal govenmcnt,
or from the university, Miller said.
"The staff of our program receive
very little pay for their work. They
are, in a sense, sacrificing a lot to be
involved in the program. Many instructors arc with the BLM, the Park
Service, or BSU faculty. They work
here because they enjoy it and arc
concerned with the community. If
the university would pay these
teachers, then we could offer many
of our programs for greatly lower
rates:' he said. "Most other campuses
have outdoor programs that arc state
supported:'

l Greeks-----------..;...

I

Fairchild said of the low visibility
of the Greeks on campus,
'"
challenge
anyone
to name 10
organizations on campus. It doesn't
seem that joining clubs and organizations is the thing to do at Boise State'
Besides posters, the only way to expose clubs or their activities is
through the news services, Fairchild
said. "I'm not saying that they don't
print anything about us, but they

Contlnucd from page 1

DEAR SPUDS.

of the administration
is due to the
relative youth ·of the Greek system
here.
.
"I t's changing; it's changed the last
few years I've been here. It's getting
better, not worse:' Cheshire said.
Kester said, "Instead of saying we
get zero help, you should say we get
minimal help:

1111 el
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major,
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print very little about the Greek
system, or, for that mutter, other
clubs or organizations:' she said.
"The healthiest Greek systems arc
found at schools that arc either
located in college towns or at old
schools steeped in tradition:' Fairchild said, adding that many of
BSU's students are nontraditional
students with jobs and even families.
Cheshire said he feels that most
people arc intelligent enough to
recognize the stereotypical image of
Greeks as portrayed by films and
television as just that: stereotypes
created just to entertain. He also said
that such media portrayals are actually beneficial to the Greeks in that
they call attention to the Greek
organizations.
Cheshire said that the last few
I years
have shown' fraternities and
sororities
as becoming
closer.
GarianneMabe
of Alpha Omicron
Phi said that exchanges are regularly held between individual fraternity
and sorority houses.
Kester said, "I think the Greeks in
the-last few ycarshave become more
involved in community relations and
in university relations:'
"Olir goals right now arc to build
our numbers and build some tradition on campus before we leave:'
Cheshire, said.
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Gymnastics squad talented

Spikerssplit,

in action at

by Chris Wnlton
The University News

Brigham Young

Gymnastics coach Jackie Carringer said she is optimistic about this
year's team at BSU.
"This is the most talent we've had
in this gym all at once:' she said last
week, adding, "if we stay healthy it'll
be a great year for us:'
The team is currently practicing
three hours a day for six days a week
and will be doing so until the end of
October, when the pre-season conditioning ends. After that, the team will
practice five days a week until April.
Veterans returning to this year's.
team include Karle Kunkler from
Boise, Dawn Shutz from Eagle, Rene
Pluska
from
Meridian,
Kim
Delorenzo
and Sharon Mulberry
from Idaho Falls, Jill Brittain from
Bremerton, Wash., Lynn McCarger
from Richland, Wash. and Connie
Lavertu
from
Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan.
Thursday, the team will go to
Caldwell for a match against the College of Idaho, an NAIA team. Bailey
says that the C of I match and last
night's
match with Northwest
Nazarene College are important
because the team is initiating changes
in its offense this week.

by Chris Walton
The University News
The BSU women's volleyball team
holds a 5-6 overall record following
an eleventh-place
finish in last
weekend's Brigham Young University Invitational Tournament.
The Bronco women got off to a
slow start Thursday, falling to the
University of Utah 3-15, 15-8, 8-15,
3-15, and to Eastern Washington
University squad 7-15, 15-1\, 1\-15,
13-15.
Friday's first match fell along the
same lines as BSU lost 15-12, 10-15,
6.15,9-15 to the University of lIIinois.
The squad came back against the Indiana University women, however.s,
winning 15-13, 15-7, 1\-15, 15-10.
In consolation-bracket
play Saturday, BSU lost to Ohio State 7-15,
2.15, 13-15, then defeated Eastern
Washington 15·9, 15-9, 15-1\.
Head coach
Darlene
Bailey
described her team's general performance at the tournament as average,
with "some good and some dismal
performances:'
"We were inconsistent overall:' she
said, adding" "our mental attitude
needs change:'
Bailey said that individually the
team had very consistent play from
Margie Marier and Laura Delong.

Team member Laura Delong serves
during a recent practice In the nsu
Gym. Photo
by Chris Butler

The team will be in California
Saturday through Tuesday for matches against the University' of
California at San Diego, the University of San Diego and U.S. Internutional University.
.

Carringer's biggest concern this
year is that the girls stay healthy.
"Last year the pre-season workouts
were strong, too, but we were
decimated with injuries:' she said.
"We should do very well if we stay
out of the doctor's office:'
Team members not returning from
Carringer said that all of the
last year are Nicole Goodman, Kerry
Mountain West Athletic Conference I
Ellis and Barb Dodson.
teams had good recruiting years, and
Carringer said her top four gymnasts would probably be Smith, , that she expects Montana and Montana State to be very tough
Lavertu, Kunkler and Harlow, and
opponents.
that Brittain and Kito would also be
good' all-around performers.
Helping Carringer in her sixth year
Carringer has one red-shirt on the'
as head coach will be assistant coach
squad, Charee Hansen of Boise. '
The team begins its season Dec. 14 John McQuillan, a former assistant
coach at Montana State University
with a meet against the BSU alumni.
and head coach at Sportsworld Gym"Last year 15 alums participated,
nastics in Pocatello, trainer Scott
and all the kids had a good time:'
Norton, a student at BSU and weight
Carringer said,
.
and conditioning
coach
Gene
Other highlights of the season inLaMott.
clude a home meet against Brigham
Anwrkan
IIOOCrooa
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backs for the scoring pass.
The game began on a high note as
BSU received the opening kickoff
and drove 35 yards in six plays. Thc
Hazsen Choatcs, the regular staroptimism
flagged,
however, as
ting quarterback,
wasn't there. He
Hunter juggled a Bob Wheeler pass
was suspended for one game for
on the seventh play long enough for
breaking a team rule last week.
UNR sophomore linebacker Scott
Chuck Compton, the regular starting
Lomorrie to come down with the inleft cornerback, wasn't there, either.
terception. That interception led to
The All-Big Sky choice of one year
the Wolf Pack's first touchdown.
ago broke' his left ankle Thursday
After the teams had exchanged
during an early morning practice sespunts on the next two possessions,
sion. Jon Francis, the regular starting
Wheeler threw his second interceptailback, was there, but he couldn't
tion, this time to defensive back
play because of a shoulder injury.
Byron Curtis. Eight plays later the
The chances arc very good that the
score was 14-0 after a Charvez Foger
rest of the BSU football team wishone-yard run.
ed they weren't in Reno Saturday
With less than one minute left in
either, as the Nevada-Reno Wolf
the
first half, UNR placekicker MarPack jumped out to a 17-0 lead en
tin Zendejas booted a 50-yard field
route to a 37-10 victory over the
goal for a 17-0 halftime margin .:
Broncos.
The loss drops BSU to 1-2 for the
Nevada-Reno'S
win served as
season, with a 0-1 Big Sky Conrevenge for last season's 37-12 BSU
ference record. The Wolf Pack raisvictory in Bronco Stadium, a game
that UNR head coach Chris Ault , ed its record to 3-0. Nevada-Reno has
now outscored its three opponents
called one of his team's most cmbarrasing losses ever.
'
More or less the only incidents that
Bronco fans had to cheer about
Saturday during a game that saw the
BSUsquad commit eight crucial turnovers were Roberto Moran's boom- .
ing 47·yard field goal in the third
quarter and Mike Williams' 16·yard
touchdown pass to 1bny Hunter with
1:30 remaining in the game.
nailing 17-0 at the beginning of
tile third quarter, the Broncos forced a fumble thatled to Moran's field
goal three plays later.
Williams' touchdown toss was the
only other BSU scoring play and arI
, rived after the Wolf Pack had scored
I
three more touchdowns. .
With Nevada-Reno playing a mixture of starters and lower-string
reserves, Bronco defensive tackle
Michael Johnson recovered a fumble
durlngUNR's
first series of plays
after an unsuccessful BSU field goal
attempt.
The Broncos thendrove down field
to the 16. where. Williams found
t .~.•.
Hunter in the leftcorner of the end
; zone, between' two UNR defensive
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Waves of Body!

Reno thrashes Broncos in Big Sky tilt
by Chris Walton
The University News

+

Give Blood. Give Life. '

......

Bobcats here Saturday

Young University January 11 and a
trip to Washington
Invitational
January 18.

Newcomers
to the squad are
Arlene Larkin and Tracy Trumbo
from Boise, Kelley King from Twin
Falls, Tina Smith from Portland,
Ore., Cassi Harlow from Orland,
Calif., Kelly Zcrfas from Pueblo,
Colo., Angie Kito from Anchorage,
Alaska and Ann McClay from Drexel
Hill, Pa.

luxurious feeling yet easy to set
or hla-~t,yle int.a a great, look

123-25 this season, after defeating
Cal State-Northridge 56-12 with Cal
Slate-Fullerton
30-3 the first two
games.
The Broncos will meet the Montana State Bobcats Saturday in Bronco Stadium, Kickoff is slated for 7

BODY
PERMS

p.m,

The Bobcats, led by quarterback
Kelly Bradley and free safety Doug
Kimball, arc the defending I-AA national champions.
MSU has lost to Portland State
and Eastern Washington this season
while defeating Eastern Oregon State
86-0.
Choates, suspended for only one
game, should be back as quarterback
for the Broncos, but it is not yet
known if Francis will be able to start
at tailback. Francis played only on
special teams against Nevada-Reno.
Compton may be back for the
final two scheduled games, but if he
sits out the rest of the season he may
be eligible forthe 1986 season under
the NCAA hardship rule.
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BOISE
• Franklin Shopping Center
• Albertsons Market Place
• Fairview & 5-Mile

344-6116
343-1381
376-7177

OPEN: M,T,W,f 9:00·0, Th. 9:00·9, Sa. 9·5:30, Sun. 12·5

NAMPA.

Karcher Mall
OPEN:

Mon.-Fri.

466-0402
10-9, Sa. 9·6, Sun, 12-5

-----~------------------------------i ,
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f\~Free Salad Bowl !
!\~

I

with purchase of any sandwich

*-BSU SPECIAL *1
offer

expires

I

I

"

I
-----~-------------------------------

!
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10/10/85

Fairview Ave.
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Racquetball gains in
overall popularity

Eye- injuries

not reserve the courts and may play
only during open court times. Reservations may be obtained by signing
up at the Intramural/Recreation
Racquetball enthusiasts can find
Center in the Pavilion or by calling
many opportunities to pursue their
sport in Boise. Here at BSU thereare the office at 385-1131. Reservations
arc accepted only during office
intramurals,'
reserved and open
hours, which arc 6:30 a.m.-9 p.m.,
courts in the Pavilion and lessons
Monday through Friday, and noon-l
which are available for a pass/fail
credit. The entry deadline for the in- p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Reserva
tions can be made no more than one
tramurals is Oct. 9, with men's and
women's singles Oct. 14. For more in- day in advance. People reserving
courts must check in at the Pavilion
formation call 385-1131, or go to the
Equipment Office with their I.D:s.
intramural office in Lobby Three of
There is a to-minute grace period on
the Pavilion.
Private lessons are also taught at all court rcservations., and people
some of the other courts in Boise in- who fail to keep a reservation will be
denied the right to reserve a court.
cluding the YMCA, 344-5501, the
Caneellations may be made in perPark Center Courts, 343-2288, and
son or. by phone at least one hour
the Courthouse, 337-0040. The Courbefore scheduled playing time. Peothouse and Park Center both have
ple without reservations may obtain
leagues for all abilities and age
a court by dropping in to see if any
groups open to club members only.
courts are available.
They also, host tournaments which
During open court hours, courts
arc open to non-members
and
must be occupied by four players.
teaching clinics for players of vary. Any player who has completed two
ing abilities.
games or played for one hour must
The BSU racquetball courts have
special rules which users should be yeild the court to incoming players.
aware of. All users arc required to All players must present valid identification to incoming players upon
wear non-marking
rubber-soled
request, and incorningplayers
must
basketball, tennis or gymnastic shoes.
present valid identification to players
Whitc-, bcige-, tan-, or gray-soled
on the courts. Any BSU recreation
shoes arc acceptable for court usc onequipment checked out with I.D. will
ly, hut black-soled shoes arc not acbe considered valid identification.
ceptable. All metal, aluminum, and
Several professional
and semiwooden racquets must have protecprofessional racquetball players in
tive guards and wrist straps. No black
Boise offered their opinion on what
racquetballs are permitted on the
beginning
players
courts, and protective eye wear is they thought
should work on to improve their
strongly
recommended
for all
abilities.
players.
John Egerman,. a professional
Racquetball courts may be reservplayer, recommended
that players
ed with a full-time student fee card
always wear proper eye protection.
or a facility pass issued by the P.E.
office in Rornm 209 of the gym to all This not only helps for safety against
eye injuries, it helps give players more
full-time
students,
part-time
confidence when they hit the ball
students, faculty and staff. Alumni
because they don't worry about their
and lifetime Pavilion members can-

preventable

by 'Ierrell Silverman
The University News

Bronco's
Athletic

by Chris Walton
The University News

....

:

Senior Adam Cook takes to the court during a racquetball
Chris Butler

class. Photo by

most power, .the whole arm should
eyes and flinch when hilling the ball,
act as a whip, with the motion star- '
he said. Most players use a handshake grip, similar to one Use in ten- --ring"from the shouldCl'-und-goingthrough the elbow and wrist.
nis, for both their forehand and
Cheryl Scali recommcnded hilling
backhand stroke, he said. He recomthe ball around alone in an empty
mended not using two different grips
room to gct used to the angles the
as Is done in tennis because this
ball comes off the wall.
causes a loss in reaction time as the
Barbara Smith said players should
racket is changed around.
Ray Lewis, a BSU racquetball in- try to find someone who plays at
their own level so .they don't get
structor, recommended that beginnfrustrated. She also recommended
ing players get the feel of a good ractrying to hit the ball with the racquet
quet, and learn the feel of the proparallel to the wall.
per grip. He said players should
Since racquetball is what is term,
always lead with their elbows on both
cd an "explosion reaction" sport,
the forehand and backhand. For the
most professional training routines
concentrate
on improving
the
reflexes. People seriously interested in
lmproveing their game should get
l'ootball
proper lessons so they don't form any
Montana State
Sept. 28
bad habits.
Long Beach Stute
Oct. 5
Racquetball is a growing sport
open
Oct. 12
because it can be played year round,
Northern Arizona
Oct. 19
it has a low injury rate, and it is a
at Weber State
OCt. 26
sport which can be played by almost
anybody.
Volleyball
at College of Idaho
Sept. 26
at uc San Diego
Sept. 28
at U. of San Diego
Sept. 30
at US International
Oct. I
College of Idaho
Oct. 8
at Montana State
Oct. \I
lit Montana
Oct. 12
at Eastern Washington
Oct. 18
at Idaho
Oct. 19
Weber State
Oct. 24
Idaho State
Send a balloon bouquet tor that lift
Oct. 26
Portland State
Oct. 28
be your flower garden
Idaho
Oct. 31

.Paradise Floral

~

Schedule

Sports and recreational activities
accounted for more than 35,000 eye
injuries treated in hospitalemergency rooms in 1984. More than twothirds of these were related to II
sports which appear to be the most
hazardous. TIley are baseball, basketball, racquetball, handball, football,
tennis, swimming, soccer, hockey,
boxing and volleyball.
Baseball, the most popular sport
among young people, accounted for
the greatest number of injuries in
1984 with 19 percent, follower! by
basketball at 16 percent, the racquet
sports at 7 percent, and football at
6 percent.
.
Most eye injuries can be avoided
in this age of prcventitive medicine,
however. According to the NSPB,
more than 90 percent of eye injuries
can be prevented by proper eye safety practices and appropriate
eye
protection.
Ideally, racquet sports players
should wear eye protectors meeting
the American Society for Testing and
Materials standard. Eye protectors
are available with either plain or corrective lenses.
._ L._._
For ice hockey players, helmets
with eye and face shields, being worn
more and more in recent years, provide ample protection.
Basketball players can take an example from such top players as
Karccm Abdul-Jabbar and James
Worthy,
who wear plastic eye
protectors.
But what of baseball and soccer
players? As of this year there are no
popular eyewear Jl!oducts being used commonly ill these sports, butthe
same eye protectors used in basketball Cali be used without discomfort
or much hinderance to play.
In the meantime, all participants
in racquet sports should wear eye
protection, and all participants in
team sports should consider doing
the same.
Eye protection, for the purpose it
serves, is a sa fc and relatively inexpensive idea.
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Customer Satisfaction
al d!Pi. So mp in and let us

1713 BroadwavAve. 345-5599

THE IDAHO AIR NATIONAL

$11.00

GUARD

CASH
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--Classified
Help Wanted
PROFESSIONAL
Marketing company seeks TYPING-Term
papers,
individual to: work 1-2· resumes, letters, etc. Word
days/week
assisting Processing. Call Sue, The
students applying for credit .F:'inished
Product,
cards. earn $30-$50/day. 343-7820.
Call 1-800-932-0528.
Lost and Found
Services
Term Paper Research. Any Boy's Swiss Army Knife
Keys. 'Reward.
subject. Details 343-6686 and
466-8822.
after 5:30 p.m.

For Sale
1974 Cruisers, Inc., cutty
cabin, 21', 188HPMerc
Cruiser, 10, sink, port-apotty, A.M. radio, Spartan
trailer, sleeps 4, trolling
plate, $6,500.00. Call
476-7504 after 5:30 p.m.,
Orofino, Idaho.

SKIS-Pre 1200S, 175mm, Call 476-7504 after 5:30
used one season, $75.00. p.m., Orofino, Idaho.

Multiple
.Choice
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Give us a call and put us to the test. We'll deliver a hot, delicious meal within
30 minutes at no additional charge.
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Fast Free Delivery
1013 Vis.!!'! Ave.
Phone: 343-5995
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'"DSU CAMPUS

to .Serve You..

0.

Open 9:00·6:00

M·F

LOCATED AT 2115 KOOTEHAI

9:00-:):00

Fast Free Delivery
1013 Vista Ave .
Phone: 343·5995

$1.00
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-$--t.-OOoff any 16"- pizza ..
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: Oct. 2, 1985
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$6.49 SALE I

(I~~:~;:
Free pregnancy

test

BIRTHRIGHT
342-1898
All help is confidential & free

Whitney Houston
"Whitney Houston"
Arlsta

UB40
"Little Baggarlddlm"
A&M Records

Stryper
"Soldiers Under Command"
Enigma Records

Sting
"Dream of the Blue Turtles"
A&M Records

o

Ire Straits
"Brothers in Arms"
Warner Bros.

John Cougar Mel/encamp
"Scarecrow"
Rlva Records, distributed
by PolyGram Records

The Fred Meyer record departments always have your favorite music fdr/ess!
.
.
Prices good through Oct 4th.
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by Berke Breathed
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ACROSS

31 Third person
32 Female: colloq.

1 Headgear: pi
5 Time gone by

33 Pronoun
34 Sched, abbr.

8 Oriental nurse
12 Ox 01 Celebes
13 Food !ish

36 Tag
38 Ancient
39 Walk unsteadily

'4 Repulsive
, 5 Retreat

41 Scorch
43 Look fixedly

17 Rubber on
pencil

45 Warn
48 Kettledrums

'9 Vapid
20 Chemical

50 Heavy
hhobnaiJed

.

5

0'11

compound
51 Is ill
2' Former Russian 52 Bother
ruler,
23 Surfeit
24 Couple
26 Part 01 flower

54 Sharpen
55 Merriment
56 Trifle
57 Emmets

DOWN

30 Marry

, Vehicles
2 Dill seed

35 Fit lor plowing
36 Condescending

3 Vegetable
4 Goes by water

look
37 Shakespearian

5 High card
6 Proceed
7 Poem
8 Nautical: cease
9 Title 01 respect
'10 Toward shelter
l' German title

king
38 "The Beaver
State"
I 40 Worn away
42 Hawaiian
- greeting
43 Antlered animal

16 Harvest
16 Actual
22 Royal

44 Caudal
. appendage
46 Stunted person

23 Transactions
24 Article
25 Damp

47Golt mounds
49 Posed tor
portrait

27 Flap
29 Night bird

50 Lad
53 Fultill

28 Tier

ANSWER '10

TUESDAY IS

LAST WEEK'S
PUZZLE

JUMBO

DAY

Get
._ingetober at tile
.---Union

Street'Cafe---'

Summer Tans Fade.
Excuses; Excuses
Summer over? No more vacation left?
Not enough time? We've heard'em all.
That's why we havethe famous

EUROTANNING beds at

~-

\~r
. ~

lrt:t.
~

-~

,EvetyTuesday
In the dln,ngt()c)tn aAci-tlte lou"ge
1/2 ptle. MexlCQn Specialty Dtinkl...

Special - 6 sessions $23.00
And for those who have
never been in2 for 1
2 sessions for $5.00
offer expires Oct. 30, 1985
,555 West Park Center
. Boise ~342·3222
in the Park Center Health Club.

Graduate to a
higher degree of calling convenience.
,i,

";~.~:\'
,',:"",':",
",' l,

Now you can charge long .distance phone calls
easily, even though you'9.on't have phone service
.
In your name.
Introducing the Toll-Only Calling Card from
Mountain Bell.
With this special card, you won't need a
pocketful of changeto make' a call from a pay
phone. And you can forget the hassle of having
to call collect or billing a third party-on all the
long distance and local calls you make.
No other calling card offers you the convenienceand range of service this card offers. With
the Toll-Only Calling Card, YOU can call.from
anywhere, at any time, to any place inside and,
'Subjectto

_ .."

a one-time charge plus a credit verificationand/or

,.~._._.,

__

'

_Q

~

__

.#'. ~ ..

.,.,.,_

.~~~~~f=,r
&

a refundable security.deposit.

'W,.,)

outside your long distance calling area.
Better still, you'll be billed separately for your
calls. That means you can call whenever the spirit
moves you, and pay for the call at a later date. And
save yourself and your roommates a lot of time and
trouble trying to figure out who owes what on the
monthly phone bill.
For more information about the Toll-Only
Calling Card,*call your local Mountain Bell
business office. Find out how you can enjoy a higher
degree of calling
convenience

ti=\\
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VCR! .
WIN A PAIR
F HOME AUDIO
.SpEAKERS! WIN A 2 PACK OF
JVC VIDEO TAPES!
r------------·----I
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Monday thruSaturday
10am
to9pm
Closed on Sundays

FIRST SERVED: Some
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CABLE·
READY
COLOR
TELEVISION

379
~
11'52-017

~

• 139-ch. FS randomaccess tuning
• Quick view/channel·
memory scan
• Diamond vision
picture tube

•

STEREO VHS VCRW/WIRELES

)I\.
AlARI
ATARI1050
DISK DRIVE

REMOTE

• Dolby stereo
• 1o-functlonwireless
• 7-day,&-event
programmability
#83-020

#81·212

:

[]

~\

-.\,.0
,...

'COMPACT
•
MICROWAVE

• Pluqs directly In10
your Alarl computer
• Dual density storage
• Free.operating
software

" ~

g, ..
53cu.I1.
,.500
Wans
• 15·mln,

_

timer

~ ~~~3~le8ninterior

TOWER
SPEAKERS

1/2

SAKATA SC·100
COLOR
MONITOR

:' PRICE
I

16 ..

.

STORE OPENING

I
I

• 13" monitor works on
Atari or Commodore
• Vivid color
and graphics
• Built-.in earphone jack
and speaker
# 52-835

•
•
•
•

2 1:.1"Wooters
2 Super Tweeters
1Midrange
Over 44" Tall

.
,g

ATARl800XL COM~UTER

,

,'

.

..

• Power1ul64t( memory
Color g,ophlco
• Built-in basic
• 256 color •

, .': ~~YI~_::,St~~~d
.-51-005
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